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Patch Reveals Three New Games Perfect for Parties 

and Family Game Nights! 

 

BELOIT, Wis.— Patch is excited to announce three new games; each catered to excite and delight according to 

age and category. Whether the consumer is a fan of family, dice or party games, there is something for everyone 

– each with its own special twist to add laughter and a new unique way of play for the category. 

 

Prove It™ 

Bet who can do the task best, then Prove It™! There are four categories: Mad Skills (use 

your skill!), Know-How (use your noggin!), Fingers Crossed (it’s all about luck!) and 

Buddy System (teamwork!). For example, a card may read, “Bet how far you can launch 

a card, flicking it finger-football style!” Now the two competitors bet back and forth 

until one person ends the betting by saying “Prove it!”, and now the other player must 

perform the task to get the point! It’s fun for the whole family, but 

remember…It’s Easier Said Than Done!™ For 3 to 8 players, ages 6 and 

up. 

 

Popalotsy™ 

Put the colorful dice in the popper and let ‘em fly! Now it’s a race to match the color and/or 

number of your ring cards to the dice and place the cards around the dice. A color match is 

good, but a number match is better, and a number AND color match beat all! Be the first to get 

rid of your ring cards to win Popalotsy! For 2 to 6 players, ages 8 and up. 

 

 

Qubosity™ 

It’s the think-fast, fun party game that’s challenging without being intimidating! Roll 

the big cubes to get your nine categories, like Reasons You Call in Sick, Buffet 

Foods, Hotties or Colors, and then press the timer to get your letter. Now take turns 

naming things in a category that start with that letter! Grab the cube when you name 

something, but if the random timer stops on your turn, you lose that round! With 54 

categories and 24 letters, the game is different each time you play! For 2 to 6 players, 

ages 14 to adult. 

 

 

Patch Products, LLC is a leading designer, manufacturer and marketer of games, children’s puzzles, 

infant/toddler toys, creative activities and teaching tools, with focus on innovation and growth of brands 

and categories. Top-selling brands include 5 Second Rule®, Perplexus®, Don’t Rock the Boat™, Farkle, 

The Game of THINGS…®, Chrono Bomb®, OK to Wake!®, Mirari®, Buzzword®, Stratego®, Lauri® 

and Wooly Willy®.  
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